Abstract
Introduction
Gaussian mixture models provide accurate estimates of free energy landscapes 1 . Determining core states within a protein's free energy landscape is key to obtaining important biological insights. However, extracting such states from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with conventional clustering methods is far from straightforward.
First of all, we are interested in the metastable configurations at free energy minima, the so-called core states. Since proteins move continuously as they explore free energy landscapes, it is difficult to assess an exact state boundary. Moreover, configurations on transition pathways between metastable states generally contribute to noise when characterizing these states. On top of this, the original data is high dimensional, and the necessary dimensionality reduction results in poorly separated states. Finally, the number of metastable core states is typically not known a priori. Thus, to robustly characterize states without any knowledge of the conformational ensemble, we need a clustering method that is solely based on the data.
Many popular clustering methods are based on simple geometric criteria [2] [3] [4] [5] . K-means and agglomerative-Ward, for example, attempt to minimize the within-cluster variance. They work very well on datasets with well-separated spherical clusters, but fail when these assumptions are not met. Spectral clustering 6 , on the other hand, can accurately assign labels to nonconvex clusters by performing spectral embedding prior to K-means clustering. The spectral embedding involves learning the data manifold of local neighborhoods around data points. Choosing the size of this neighborhood, however, is not trivial, and greatly affects the clustering quality.
In general, geometric clustering methods assign labels to all points and may not accurately identify the boundary between states at the free energy barrier, which leads to noisy state definitions. An idea is to use the data density to identify clusters and make cuts at free energy barriers [7] [8] [9] . Although this idea seems simple, there are still problems to address.
Density peaks, for example, uses local basis functions for estimating the density. This makes overfitting more likely, especially in sparse regions. Moreover, the method assumes largely separated cluster centers with significantly high density. Metastable states in a hierarchical protein free energy are, on the contrary, not necessarily of the same size, nor of high density.
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) 10, 11 is optimized on the full dataset, but instead rests on the assumption of Gaussian shaped clusters. The number of Gaussian components is usually chosen based on how well the model fits the density, which does not necessarily coincide with the number of clusters. Therefore, methods for merging components in GMM to find the correct number of clusters have been proposed 12 . Another problem is the definition of core state boundaries, which typically are determined with a chosen cutoff 7, 9 . Such a cutoff does, however, not account for the possibly varying structure and shape of a protein free energy landscape.
In this paper, we propose a parameter-free clustering method that makes minimal assumptions about cluster shapes or dataset structure. We call it the inflection core state (InfleCS) clustering. It is based on estimated density landscapes from Gaussian mixtures models. The functional form of the landscape is exploited to extract well-defined free energy core states. We show that InfleCS clustering outperforms conventional methods on three different types of toy models, and use it to characterize the conformational landscape spanned by molecular simulations of Ca 2+ -bound Calmodulin.
Clustering Gaussian mixture free energy landscapes
The InfleCS clustering method extends a previously published Gaussian mixture model free energy estimator
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. The free energy along collective variables (CVs), x ∈ R N dims , is given by the inverse Boltzmann distribution,
where ρ a,µ,Σ (x) is a Gaussian mixture density at x.
Gaussian mixture model density estimation
A Gaussian mixture density is described by a sum of Gaussians with individual amplitudes,
and covariances Σ := (Σ i )
where
The parameters of Gaussian mixture models are optimized iteratively with expectationmaximization 10, 13 . The log-likelihood, L, of the trained data will increase with increased number of parameters. At some point, however, adding more parameters will lead to overfitting. To select the number of Gaussian components that allows for a detailed description of the density without overfitting, we use the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) 14, 15 . BIC adds a penalty that grows with the number of parameters to the log-likelihood,
The model with smallest I BIC is ultimately chosen as the one with best fit. First, the density Hessian is computed at all points. This is used to identify core state points. Connected graphs, or components, of core state points are then built using spatial proximity between core state points and transition state points. Finally, the connected components are extracted and cluster labels are assigned to the points in these components. To generalize the clustering to N dims , we derive an expression for the density Hessian (matrix of second-order partial derivatives) with respect to the CVs. The partial derivative of a Gaussian mixture density, Eq. 2, with respect to the dth CV, x d , is
Extracting core states from Gaussian mixtures
is the dth element of the inner function gradient,
From this we obtain an expression of the (d,d )th element of the GMM density Hessian,
) . The Hessian reflects the curvature of the landscape, such that a point belongs to a metastable core state if the Hessian is negative definite. Since the Hessian is symmetric, this is the same as all its eigenvalues being negative. Thus, the shape of the density landscape is used to label each point as core state or transition state.
Due to the continuous definition of the density, the clustering can be carried out on a grid instead of the sampled data, creating a cluster map. The sampled data points are then projected onto this cluster map by assigning a cluster label according to the closest grid point in the map. This makes the core state extraction independent of the number of data points. The grid resolution mainly affects computational efficiency, and can be determined by the user.
Transition points are left unassigned when identifying core states. For full clustering, the transition points are first sorted in order of descending density and one-by-one assigned to the closest cluster. The highest-density point of a cluster is taken as its cluster center.
Population of states
To quantify the relative size of metastable states, we estimate the population of states, π.
It reports on the probability of observing a configuration in any of the metastable states.
The probability of the kth cluster is computed by integrating the density over its spanned volume, V k ,
Here, X is the full density domain and I(x ∈ V k ) is an indicator function which is unity if
x ∈ V k , and zero otherwise. The integral is approximated with Monte Carlo integration with
points sampled from the density landscape.
Methods

Conventional clustering methods
To evaluate performance and properties of InfleCS, its full clustering is compared to KMeans, agglomerative-Ward, Spectral clustering, (canonical) GMM and density peaks full clustering. Unlike InfleCS, these methods require user-specified parameters such as the number of clusters. Since the number of clusters is usually not known in real-world datasets, we use common heuristics that are based on the data. Clustering and heuristics for K-means and Agglomerative-Ward are obtained with scikit-learn
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, while density peaks clustering is performed with a script supplied by the original authors 7 .
K-means
K-Means clustering is done by repeatedly assigning points to the cluster label corresponding to the nearest cluster center and updating the cluster center to the new cluster centroid. The silhouette score 16 is used to select the number of clusters. A high silhouette score indicates small within cluster distances and large distances to the closest cluster, and thus a good partitioning of spherical clusters.
Agglomerative-Ward
Agglomerative-Ward (AW) clustering initially treats all data points as separate clusters. In each iteration, two clusters are merged to minimize within-cluster variance. This is similar to K-Means, but the cluster assignment is greedy while K-Means is optimized globally. Just as for K-Means, we determine the number of clusters with the silhouette score.
Spectral clustering
Spectral clustering makes use of local relationships by passing the data through a Gaussian kernel. Here, the Gaussian standard deviation is set to the maximum nearest neighbor distance. The processed data is used to create a random walk matrix from which the K largest eigenvectors are identified. The row-normalized matrix with eigenvectors represents the embedding on a K-sphere. The embedded points are then clustered with K-means.
The silhouette score is not easily applied to spectral clustering because the clustering is done in different spaces of spectral embeddings, and therefore requires a non-trivial normalization
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. Instead, the largest eigengap is used to determine the number of clusters.
Canonical Gaussian mixture model clustering
Canonical Gaussian mixture model clustering is done by fitting a Gaussian mixture density to the data, where each Gaussian component represents a cluster. A data point is assigned the cluster label corresponding to the component that contributes the most to its density.
The number of components, and thus number of clusters, is chosen with BIC 14, 15 .
Density peaks
Density peaks is a recently developed density-based method, where local basis functions are used to fit a density
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. This requires a cutoff, d c which here is chosen so that the average number of neighbors is 2% of the number of points, as suggested by the authors
. After the density is estimated, cluster centers are chosen as points with significantly high density and large distance to a point with higher density. Once the centers are identified, the remaining points are assigned to the closest cluster in order of decreasing density. Density peaks allows to separate core states from transition points, but the full clustering will be used for comparison to the other methods.
The number of clusters is normally chosen based on a decision graph, aiming to pick points with relatively high density, ρ(x), and large distance to the closest point of highest density, ∆(x). To pick the number of clusters automatically, the two scores are first scaled to a maximum of one, and then added to form a score for each point to be a cluster center,
. To identify points with high ∆(x) and ρ(x), all points are sorted in order of decreasing scores s(x), and the gaps between the sorted points are calculated. A cut is made after the last consecutive point with a score gap above the median plus standard deviation of all gaps. The points above the cutoff are taken as cluster centers. Figure S1 shows examples of decision graphs and corresponding score gaps obtained for the three toy models used here.
Evaluating clustering on toy models
We use three toy models to quantify performance of the clustering methods. The first toy model is a dataset with seven Gaussian clusters. The clusters are non-equidistantly spaced and have different densities. The second dataset consists of three well-separated clusters, among which one is clearly non-Gaussian. The third toy model attempts to mimic a realworld dataset with three poorly separated and nonlinear clusters with different densities and sizes.
Clustering quality can be assessed by computing the fraction of clustered points that originate from the same true class. This gives the homogeneity score. A maximum homogeneity score is reached when the clustering is perfect, but also if points from one true class are divided into more than one cluster. A remedy is to instead report on the fraction of points from a true class that belongs to a single cluster, the completeness score. However, a perfect score is then obtained if points from different true classes are assigned to the same cluster. Since this is complementary to the homogeneity score, we use the average of the homogeneity and completeness scores, the so called V-measure 13, 18 , to evaluate clustering quality. It gives a score between zero and one, where one indicates perfect clustering. To gather statistics, we repeat the sampling, clustering and V-measure evaluation 50 times for each toy model and clustering method.
Molecular simulations of Ca
2+
-bound Calmodulin
We apply InfleCS to an ensemble of Ca replica exchange solute tempering (REST) simulations 21, 22 . To analyze CaM, we project the protein heavy atom coordinates onto two collective variables. The first CV, difference in distribution of reciprocal interatomic distances (DRID) 23 , reflects on the global conformational change relative the initial crystal structure 24 . In short, the distribution of inverse distances between C α atoms are used to extract three features for each residue; the mean, the square root of the second central moment, and the cubic root of the third central moment. Thus, each frame j is described by a feature matrix, v j ∈ R 3×N Residues . The difference to the initial structure with features v 0 is computed as the average residue feature
The second CV, backbone dihedral angle correlation (BDAC)
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, reports on secondary structure changes in the linker relative the initial structure,
Here, ϕ 
Application to Ca
2+
-bound Calmodulin
The estimated free energy landscape of CaM along the two CVs and the corresponding InfleCS clustered data are shown in Figure 5 a,b) . As expected, InfleCS correctly identifies the metastable states within the free energy landscape. The core state probabilities, Figure 5 c),
show that the sixth state is the most common state in this dataset. Representative structures 
Conclusions
We presented InfleCS, a clustering method that uses the shape of an estimated Gaussian mixture density to identify metastable core states. The method was shown to consistently outperform other common clustering methods on three toy models with different properties.
The advantages with InfleCS for free energy landscape clustering are five-fold. First, clusters are identified at density peaks, which guarantees that clusters are metastable states.
Second, core state boundaries identified by density second derivatives are well-defined. Third, clusters are constructed by building graphs, thus making minimal assumptions about cluster shapes. Fourth, because the clustering method naturally involves density and free energy landscape estimation, it is possible to derive pathways between states and thus understand fundamental mechanisms. Finally, the number of clusters is naturally determined by the number of density peaks in the landscape and therefore requires no a priori system knowledge.
By applying InfleCS to a conformational ensemble of Ca
2+
-bound CaM, we identified a possible pathway from the canonical to a compact state through a twisting motion of the two lobes followed by salt bridge breaking and formation. This pathway highlights electrostatically driven structural rearrangements that may allow CaM to bind to a wide range of target proteins. 
